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WILL  THE PUBLIC -PRIVATE

PARTNERSHIP really affect station
staff? Are you kidding?!

The Government’s agenda behind PPP
was to fragment the workforce and break
the unions. We did not stop PPP, but
we have to stop this coming true.

It is clear to us here at Tubeworker
that management is lining up a series of
attacks on our working conditions.
Maybe even ‘Company Plan Mark 2’.
The company will probably try to set
one group of workers, or one ‘Service
Delivery Unit’ against the rest. If they
could get away with giving different pay
or conditions to one section of the
workforce, they could ultimately drive
down the pay and conditions of us all.

Sometimes, new starters on the Tube
reckon they have walked into a fantastic
job with great pay and prospects, and
wonder why they should bother with a
union. Why? Because of where the pay
and conditions package came from -
workers standing together in our
unions, not the gift of a benevolent
employer. And if we take our eyes of the
ball, or let our unions be weakened, the
company would take back every gain.
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OF COURSE, IT WOULD HELP if we were
all in one, all-grades union. But on

the stations now, RMT is the union best-
placed to do this important organising
work.

So Tubeworker is pleased to see that
RMT’s Stations and Revenue Grades
Committee has committed itself to this
task. It plans to identify areas where the
union is weak and target them,
organising recruitment drives, special
meetings and social events in the area to
encourage non-members to join, and
members to get more actively involved.

Union reps and activists will analyse
reports from different locations to

t attacks are coming t reps & activists should take the lead t

predict where the attacks may start,
and get trade unionists from across
the system to go to the assistance
of any area that comes under fire.

Organisers understand that a rank-
and-file body not dominated by full-
time officials can involve ordinary
workers and be an effective voice.
And that if we don’t organise
ourselves, management will catch
us out.
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MANAGEMENT IS TOTALLY

ORGANISED in its attacks on us.
They come up with all kinds of
weird and wonderful (not) ideas to
get one over on us. We must be just
as organised and professional in our
defence - a well-oiled fighting unit.

For details of this organising drive,
contact Tubeworker.

DEFEND
GLENROY  WATSON

TRAIN DRIVER GLENROY WATSON is still
fighting back against victimisation by

LUL. Last December, Glenroy was stood down
after over-carrying a cleaner into Walthamstow
sidings, then demoted to SA – in effect, a fine
of £1,000 per month.

It has since come to light that were more than
600 over-carries between April 1999 and
December 2002, and even management accept
that this is an under-estimate. But Glenroy
Watson is the only driver involved to be sent
to DB and demoted.

Why? Could it be because of Glen’s long
record as a persistent and effective union rep?
Tubeworker suspects so – and so do Glenroy’s
colleagues, and his union, RMT.

Glen is now awaiting his appeal, and has also
submitted a claim to an Employment Tribunal.

Should Glenroy’s appeal fail, we will need
to prepare for strike action, because an
injury to one is an injury to all.

HOW SERIOUSLY CAN WE TAKE LUL’s claim
that it is so bothered about over-carries?

Look at the history. LUL used to insist that
trains did not have to be checked for stray
people on board before they went into a
sidings. Three PAs would do, even though
some passengers would not hear eg. non-
English-speakers, hearing-impaired, asleep,
drunk, listening to personal stereos or whatever.

The unions said this was unsafe, but LUL
was unmoved. One RMT drivers’ rep defied
them, continuing to check each train. Guess
what LUL did? Disciplined her!

Then the inevitable happened. A man was
over-carried into Liverpool Street sidings,
panicked, tried to get off the train, and was
killed. The HMRI finally acted, and served a
prohibition notice telling LUL to manually
check trains. Guess what LUL did? Appealed
the prohibition notice.

At last, LUL had to agree to check trains
properly, but dragged their feet creating the
new jobs, making an overtime bonanza at
stations like Queen’s Park.

Now, when it is a convenient excuse to
persecute a driver who is a thorn in their side,
LUL suddenly discovers how much it cares! We
don’t think so …
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Liberty, an
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fighting in the

unions, the
Socialist Alliance and the

Labour Party for a socialist
alternative to both

capitalism and Stalinism,
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We want one democratic,
fighting union for all

railworkers. We reject
artificial divisions between

workers of different
grades. We oppose racism,
sexism, homophobia and
all prejudice that divides

us. Only our bosses benefit
from a divided workforce.


